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Anchor Ceramics explores 
the dimensional possibilities 
of clay. The studio makes 
ceramic objects that enrich 
the senses and our quality 
of space. We consciously 
design and form objects to 
evolve with use. Our work 
is elemental, connected to 
people and the earth.
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Anchor’s Potter Light range is 
handmade in Melbourne, Australia.  
The simple, geometric form of the 
ceramic shade is thrown on a potter’s 
wheel. Made using a range of high 
quality, Australian stoneware clay 
bodies, each fitting is imbued with the 
subtle differences in finish and form 
that are only inherent in a truly hand 
made object.

Handmade to the same size and shape 
specifications as the other fittings in 
the Potter Light family, the Potter Halo 
is thrown on a Potter’s wheel using a 
specially formulated, high grade porcelain.
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Sourced from a producer in Tasmania, 
Australia, the porcelain we use to 
make the Potter Halo is internationally 
regarded as one of the best in the 
world; its highly refined nature produces 
a translucent surface that glows softly 
when illuminated from within.
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The Potter Halo is left unglazed to 
encourage the luminosity of the 
clay body and to celebrate the 
delicate textural softness of the 
porcelain surface. A linen covered 
flex completes the assembly.
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MEDIUM
235 mm Ø 
170 mm tall

SMALL
140 mm Ø  
145 mm tall

MINI
105 mm Ø  

120 mm tall

MID-GREY LINEN DARK GREY LINENNATURAL GREY LINEN

POTTER HALO ELECTRCIAL FLEX 

1.5M of grey linen flex is supplied as standard with 
the Potter Halo range of fittings. Three different 
shades and tones of flex are available; Natural, 
Mid-Grey and Dark Grey. 

PORCELAIN SURFACE
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POTTER HALO CEILING CANOPY  

Medium Potter Halo

The seamless ceiling canopy with centre cable 
grip accepts the suspension cable used to carry 
the weight of the medium sized Potter Halos.  
80mm Ø. Available in black or white (white 
canopy pictured above with mid-grey linen 
flex and black stainless steel suspension cable) 
powdercoat.
 
Mini and Small Potter Halo 

The seamless ceiling canopy with a single entry 
to accept the electrcial flex. 80mm Ø. Available 
in black (black canopy pictured above right with 
black cotton flex) or white powdercoat

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

NAME: Potter Halo
DESIGN: Anchor Ceramics
TYPE: Pendant

MATERIAL: Hand thrown porcelain ceramic
LIGHT SOURCE: 1 X E27 Lampholder // 240V //  
LED globe at max 16W or CFL globe at max 
24W is recommended. Do not use halogen or 
incandescent globes in this fitting
SUSPENSION: 1.5m Braided linen flex // 1.5m 
Black stainless steel cable // Seamless canopy 
in black or white. Additional flex and cable 
available.
ASSEMBLED WEIGHT: Mini 0.9KG, Small 1.0KG, 
Medium 3.0KG.

Anchor lighting is handmade. Dimensions, weights and 
powdercoat, flex and glaze finish representations are approximate. 
Dimensional tolerance should be considered at the design stage. 
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CONTACT
ANCHOR CERAMICS
hello@anchorceramics.com 
+61 (0)413 456 981

www.anchorceramics.com


